
SOME KEY OSWALD DOCS. 

1 Polikoff argument for Oswald not on the 6" floor 

The dust up: Police Chief Curry and issue: FBI knew of Oswald and 

background and never told the Dallas PD. Based on Hosty-Revill dustup on 

11/24. . . See Chpt. 10of “Breach” for the basis of WC criticism of the FBI. 

Note: | reference coverage of this in files under “FBI Revenge Against 

Commission.” 

. My rough notes on the January 27° WC ex. Session where Rankin drops the 

fact that Oswald was assigned to the Military/CIA language school at 

Monterrey. .... and if follow up it was excluded from the transcript). 

Rankin’s hypocricy: This is his “no stone left unturned” to assure that the 

dead Oswald received what he did not get when alive: a careful scrutiny of 

“all the facts.” To achieve same Rankin announces that the president of the 

American Bar Association will be appointed to assure that Oswald’s rights 

were respected, etc. .. blah, blah, blah. . .This was Walter E. Craig of 

Phoenix, Arizona. . . 

Joan Mellen piece. . . .deals w/ Oswald as part of the false defector 

program.. 

Jim Fetzer piece on the 6 shooters in Dealey Plaza... Three tied to CIA. . 

-none were Oswald... 

SS agent William Greer’s was a secret member of the anti-Catholic Orange 

Order (interesting but not conclusive in any way). . 

Harry Truman’s response to Dallas. .. .Truman/Dulles set two on Truman’s 

piece in WP on the CIA and suggested assertion that the agency was tied to 

the assassination of JFK... 

. Cite box in garage dealing w/ the Walker shooting (I might have relocated 

same and is part of collection in house). . . 

10. Some points developed by Fonzi. 

11. Piece dealing w/ Bobby Kennedy’s response to Dallas. .. .He saw 

conspiracy... .*** 

12. David Talbot on Oswald’s political heroes. . .His favorite movie star was 

John Wayne. . .Favorite movie was “Sands of Iwo Jima.” And movies with R 

Richard Widmark . . .For Talbot Lee was a pretend Marxist. . . (Good stuff)).
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13. Piece by a Joseph Lazzaro on “Just Who Was Lee Harvey Oswald.” 

Companion piece w/ Talbot’s piece at 12. 

14. Notes inconsistencies in the JFK assassination. .. worth a review.


